
           Tip for Parents 

 

General Tips 

● Thank anyone that you see volunteering. A little gratitude goes a long way. Our 
volunteers are THE BEST. 

● Take your students band letter jacket to a seamstress to have the patches put 
on. The sleeves require a special needle to avoid ruining the material 

● Start collecting patches for you child's senior letter jacket NOW. 
● If at all possible purchase a Band T-shirt and wear it to all events.  It not only lets 

the kids be able to see all the parents from the field but it helps us parents to find 
other band parents. 

● Back into your parking space at the high school when picking up your child after 
any band function. It makes your departure easier and safer. 

● Yes, your child needs to be at every game, practice or event. 
● Encourage your student to get to know their section leader. We may come 

across as tough, but the main purpose of a student leader is to aid our fellow 
students. If you need copies of music, advice, confirmation of times, or even 
borrowing instruments when your's is in the repair shop, there's a good chance 
the section leader can help you out and you can avoid having to bother a 
director. 

 

Chaperone Tips 

● If you chaperone on a bus - you get to ride up front! … unless there is a situation 
that needs you elsewhere. 

● If you volunteer to be a chaperone, you will know who your child's friends are :) 
● If you volunteer to be a chaperone you will also need to do a background check. 



 

 

Game Tips 

● If you want season tickets for home games you have to buy them in the summer 
(if you can). Call the admin office for details. They will not go on sale till August. 

● Please check periodically for equipment. (Reeds, valve oil, white tee shirts, sox) 
● If "stuff" gets left on a bus, the driver check the buses after games and put items 

in the lost & found box, of sorts, in the band hall 
● Encourage your student to be careful with his/her instrument when not playing it 

both at rehearsal, and at games! Be careful of OTHERS equipment as well. 
● Keep an extra pair of socks handy: you never know when you or one of your 

friends will need one. 

Contest/Concert Tips 

● It costs $$ to get into contests. But supports music programs! 
● Contests will last ALL DAY. Avoid family activities and other conflicts on contest 

dates. 
● Try to watch other performances at contests. Our kids and parents pride 

themselves for being respectful and supportive of every group! You will come to 
appreciate what our kids do! 

● Pack an extra water bottle in your kid's hat box when going to contest- it's hot 
outside, and the 1 bottle of water that you get just doesn't last. 

Practice Tips 

● Be on time, if your child needs to be on the field by 5:00 get them there by 
4:45.(Traffic can be a challenge…. :) 

● Show up to Monday night rehearsals and watch where your student is marching 
so you will know where to look for your student at the performances.  It’s easier 
to spot your child on the field in shorts and t-shirt than it is in a band uniform.  

● The directors say to be somewhere at a certain time, they mean on the field and 
ready to roll at that time.  Arrive 10-15 min early. 



● "To be early is to be on time, to be on time is to be late, to be late is to be left!" 
● With these early morning practices, suggest that your child go to bed earlier than 

normal, to get their MUCH NEEDED REST! 
● Even though morning practice is only a couple of hours, they still need to bring 

water or Gatorade for hydration. 
● Make sure your child wears a white t-shirt (or mostly white) to each Monday night 

practice. 
● Attending extra rehearsals that are student led may seem unimportant, but try to 

help your student make them if at all possible. 

 

Uniform Tips 

● Band letter jackets can be earned . Your child will receive details on how to earn 
one.  You need to start your collection of patches now. Many freshman earn their 
jackets so be prepared. 

● Uniforms are kept in the Uniform Room and handed out every Friday before the 
game.  They are to be turned in after the games each night.  I there is a problem 
with a uniform (dirty, broken zipper, snap missing,etc.) see Ms. Courtney. 

● Stubborn scuff marks on your white marching shoes? Try the Mr. Clean Magic 
Eraser- it works the best on those stubborn scuffs and most often solves your 
problems.) 

 


